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Abstract: Many electronic textile (e-textile) applications require a stretchable basis, best achieved
through knitted textiles. Ideally, conductive structures can be directly integrated during the knitting
process. This study evaluates the influence of several knitting and material parameters on the
resistance of knitted conductive tracks after the knitting process and after durability testing. The
knitting speed proves to be of little influence, while the type of conductive thread used, as well as
the knitting pattern both impact the resistance of the knitted threads and their subsequent reliability
considerably. The presented research provides novel insights into the knitting process for conductive
yarns and possible applications and shows that choosing suitable material and processing methods
can improve the quality and robustness of knitted e-textiles.
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1. Introduction

Electronic textiles (e-textiles) represent a growing group of hybrid textile products
characterized by integrated electronic and conductive components. Main application
areas for wearable e-textiles are sports, medical, personal protective equipment (PPE) and
therapeutical purposes with the aim of measuring body functions and activities of the
users [1]. Despite a wide range of application scenarios, challenges including comfort,
stability against mechanical wear occurring during use (such as cyclic stretching and
bending or abrasion), as well as washability have so far prevented e-textiles from reaching
a wider market [2].

E-textiles intended for body monitoring, where continuously gathered data are used
to improve training or therapy results, prevent strain or accidents, for diagnostics or to
regulate integrated actuators, need to be especially flexible, stretchable, comfortable and
washable [3]. The integrated sensor systems often need to be in direct contact to the user’s
skin and should not impact the movement and the breathability of the garment. Compared
to woven textiles, knits possess a much higher structural elasticity [4], making them ideal
substrates for such form-fitting e-textile applications [5]. Yet, integrating circuits into a
stretchable base—without impacting the stretchability of the fabric—is especially challeng-
ing. A promising approach to produce adequately elastic circuits is to knit them directly
into the textile during production. This way, the circuit paths will have a comparable
stretchability to the textile substrate. The advantage of this approach is a minimal impact
on textile properties, making the e-textile more comfortable for users. No additional inte-
gration resources and processing steps are necessary, and almost no waste of conductive
material occurs, making the knitting of conductive elements into a textile substrate fabric
both sustainable and cost effective. Apart from textile circuits, conductive yarns knitted
into textiles can also function as strain or touch sensors, electrodes, heating elements or
induction coils [6–8].
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During the knitting process and the subsequent use phase, the conductive yarns in
such knitted e-textiles will experience a range of mechanical stresses, as well as strain from
washing cycles. Research into the effects of knitting parameters on textile properties has
been done extensively for non-conductive knitted textiles. Gosh et al. investigated the
influence of yarn count and tension, speed and loop length on the comfort of jersey and
rib knits [9]. Research by Ramachandran et al. shows that thermal properties of knits
is dependent on the yarn type and different knitting parameters [10], while Nazir et al.
show that tighter knitted interlock fabrics and smaller stitch lengths lead to better moisture
management properties [11]. Other research looks into the influence of processing and
material parameters of jersey textiles [12], just to name a few examples.

Yet, there is less insight for conductive yarns, as e-textile research and product develop-
ment thus far was focused predominantly on creating circuits through embroidery, printing
or laminating. Euler et al. investigated how different factors affect the contact impedance of
knitted electrodes. Electrode size and shape, knit construction and the yarn density of the
conductive yarn were varied, with size and construction showing the biggest influence [13].
The research of Atalay and Kennon shows that when knitting strain sensors, the input
tension for the conductive yarns, but also the properties of the non-conductive base yarn
used, will influence sensing capability. The number of parallel conductive lines also affects
the sensor characteristics, but to a lesser extent [14]. The type of yarn and the density of
conductive lines influences the suitability of the resulting fabric for heating application,
as Repon et al. show [15]. Ullah et al. researched the suitability of different conductive
yarns and knit structures for knitted pressure sensors, but did not evaluate the effect that
different knitting parameters have on the integrity of the yarns and their resistance [16].
Overall, findings into the influence of knitting and material parameters when knitting with
conductive yarns are limited, especially in combination with reliability considerations.

This research aims at bridging this gap in insight by evaluating how knitting parame-
ters and different conductive yarns influence the resistance of knitted circuits during the
production of the textiles and after a series of simulated wear scenarios. A higher knitting
speed is suspected to lead to a higher mechanical strain during the knitting process, as
other studies have shown a pronounced influence of processing speed when using em-
broidery to create textile circuits [17]. The second assumption tested in this research is
that the knit structure influences the resistance of the finished knitted circuit, both due to
different amounts of mechanical strain during the production process as well as a different
amount of contact points in the conductive thread within the textile. The conductive yarn
is also suspected to influence the quality of a knitted circuit, as different yarns will behave
differently during production and the use phase. To simulate the use phase, the knitted
textiles with integrated conductive tracks were subjected to cyclic stretch testing, wash
cycles and a tensile test.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Main Parameter Test

The parameters knitting speed, conductive yarn type and knit construction type were
analyzed to determine their effects on the resistance of knitted textile conductors directly
after the knitting process.

Conductive yarns: The tested yarns were chosen from commercially available con-
ductive yarns marketed as suitable for knitting. Four different silver (Ag) coated, nylon
(PA) based materials were chosen from two suppliers: Elitex (ELITEX) (see Figure 1a,e)
from IMBUT and Shieldex 33/10 (SHLD33) (see Figure 1b,f), Shieldex 44/10 (SHLD44)
(see Figure 1c,g) and Madeira HC40 (MDR40) (see Figure 1d,h) from Statex. The Shieldex
yarns SHLD33 and SHLD44 are comparable in all aspects except the yarn count. Both
Shieldex yarns are too thin to be knitted as a single thread, so they were tripled during
specimen production by leading the threads of three cones into a single yarn feeder of the
Kniterate machine. To assess if twined yarn shows better results for knitted conductors
than doubling or tripling 1-ply yarn, MDR40—a twine made of Ag-coated PA, also manu-
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factured by Shieldex (but marketed as an embroidery thread)—is tested as well. Compared
to the Shieldex materials, ELITEX yarn from IMBUT has a thicker silver coating due to an
additional, second coating step.

Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and cross-section images of the conductive and
non-conductive yarns prior to the knitting process. Yarns: (a) ELITEX, (b) SHLD33, (c) SHLD44,
(d) MDR40, (i) STEEL, (k) PA base yarn; Cross sections: (e) ELITEX, (f) SHLD33, (g) SHLD44,
(h) MDR40, (j) STEEL.

Silver coated yarns are widely used in knitted, woven or embroidered e-textiles due
to their textile-compatible properties, but often show unsatisfactory reliability results [18].
To compare a differently constructed yarn to the Ag-coated PA yarns, Steel-tech from
supplier Amann was chosen as the fifth material, a yarn consisting of solid stainless steel
wires twined with PA filaments (STEEL) (see Figure 1i,j). Table 1 gives an overview of the
5 different materials used for the test as well as the PA yarn used as a non-conductive base
yarn for all test specimen (see Figure 1k). The electrical properties of the conductive yarns
are also provided in the table.
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Table 1. Properties of utilized yarns.

Yarn &
Manufacturer ID Construction

Yarn
Count *
[dtex]

Material
Ag-Layer
Thickness

[µm]

Linear
Resistance

[Ω/m]

Non-conductive base yarn

PA (OTEX) PA 184 filaments Z-yarn 356.4 ± 15 PA – –

Conductive yarns

Elitex (Inbut) ELITEX 17 filaments 2ply
Z-twine 400 ± 20

PA with Ag
(>99%)
coating

ca.
1 */0.43–2.08 # <50 *

Shieldex® 33/10
(Statex) SHLD33 10 filaments Z-yarn 40/10 ± 2

PA with Ag
(99.9%)
coating

0.43 # <4000 */650 #+

Shieldex® 44/10
(Statex) SHLD44 10 filaments Z-yarn 54/10 ± 4

PA with Ag
(99.9%)
coating

0.5 # <4000 */381 #+

Madeira HC40
(Statex) MDR40 multifilament 2ply

twine 290 ± 6
PA with Ag

(99.9%)
coating

0.24–0.45 # <300 *

Steel-Tech (Amann) STEEL
8 steel filaments,

polymer
multi-filament core

930 stainless steel
PA core – 90 *

* manufacturers’ data, # own measurement, + tripled yarn.

Knitting speed: One of the assumptions motivating the presented research is that
higher knitting speeds lead to increased mechanical strain (and subsequently to higher
damages) on the yarn. The Kniterate machine used to produce the specimen is capable
of knitting speeds up to 800 mm/s [19], which was the speed chosen as the maximum
testing speed. For industrial production, the lowest possible knitting speed of 10 mm/s
is much too slow and thus not feasible, so the lowest testing speed is set slightly higher
at 100 mm/s. The default setting for the knitting speed when creating new designs with
the Kniterate software is 300 mm/s [20], which is why two more testing speeds were set at
250 mm/s and 400 mm/s, respectively, slightly below and above this default value. The
knitting speed for the non-conductive rows knitted from the black PA yarn is kept at a
constant 400 mm/s.

Knit structure: In knitting, a distinction is made between four basic weft knits: single
jersey (SJ), rib, interlock (IL) and purl (PU) [21]. Since all structures are formed differently,
it is likely that the mechanical stress on the yarn also differs during their construction.

Single jersey (SJ): SJ consists of right loops that are knitted using only one needle
bed [22]. As is illustrated in Figure 2a, SJ shows stitch legs and thus knit stitches on the
face side and stitch heads and stitch feet and therefore purl stitches on the reverse side [22].
Single jersey has moderate stretchability (10–20%) in the longitudinal direction and high
stretchability (30–50%) in the transverse direction [4]. SJ has the densest stitch structure
of all four basic knitting types, since only one needle bed is used in production and no
additional yarn length is generated during transfer between the needle beds, which is why
the contact points of the conductive yarns are also the densest. Due to this property, the
path of the lowest electrical resistance through the knitted fabric should be the shortest
compared to the other three basic weft knits. Therefore, the electrical conductivity should
be the highest, which makes SJ a relevant structure for e-textiles.
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(a) SJ front & back (b) RIB front & back

Front Back

(c) IL front & back

Front Back

(d) PU front & back

Figure 2. Overview of knit structures, own representation based on [21].

Rib: The simplest version of the rib structure is the 1:1-rib (RIB) [21]. In the RIB
structure, alternating wales of knit stitches on the front bed and knit stitches on the back
bed (purl stitches on the right side of the fabric) are produced [20]. RIB has moderate
stretchability (10–20%) in the longitudinal direction and very high stretchability (50–100%)
in the transverse direction [4]. Due to the particularly high transverse elasticity and the
high volume, RIB is suitable for use in strain sensors and pressure sensors and is therefore
an interesting structure for e-textiles [23]. Both sides of the RIB show knit stitches, as can
be seen in Figure 2b [4].

Interlock (IL): While some sources list IL as distinct type of basic weft-knit [21], other
sources only include it as a sub-type of rib knit [24]. Since IL has a dimensionally stable
structure due to its manufacturing method and is therefore interesting for the research
and development of electronic circuit paths, in which few unwanted changes in resistance
should occur due to changes in strain, it is treated and examined in this work as a basic
type of knitting. Each row of IL requires two rows of stitches knit on separate alternating
needles, creating two rows of half-gauge ribbing whose sinker loops cross over. Thus, odd
feeders alternately knit wales on each side and even feeders knit the other wales [21]. IL has
a moderate stretchability both lengthwise and crosswise [4]. IL has the same appearance on
both sides, but its surface cannot be stretched to reveal the wales of the underlying stitch
because the wales on each side are diametrically opposed and connected [21]. This means
that knit stitches are visible on both sides of the fabric (Figure 2c) [4].

Purl (PU): PU is the fourth basic weft knitting structure. Both sides show purl stitches,
as depicted in Figure 2d. During its production, a stitch transfer between the beds is carried
out after each row of stitches [24]. Knitting PU samples on the Kniterate machine caused
persistent problems and defects. For this reason, the PU structure was excluded from
this research.

Table 2 gives an overview of all the parameters varied in the main parameter tests
and the tested values. All possible combinations of knitting speed, knit structure and
conductive yarns were tested. After the resistance measurement, the conductive tracks
were evaluated for damages and defects using SEM microscopy.

Table 2. Varied parameters for the parameter test.

Parameter Tested Values

Knitting speed [mm/s] 100, 250, 400, 800
Knit structure SJ, RIB, IL
Conductive yarns ELITEX, SHLD33, SHLD44, MDR40, STEEL
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2.2. Resistance Measurement

The resistance (and changes in resistance) was used to assess the influence of different
parameters on the quality of knitted conductors presented in this research. The standard EN
16812—Textiles and textile products—Electrically conductive textiles—Determination of the
linear electrical resistance of conductive tracks was used a basis for the measuring principle.
The standard assumes stable measurements of the electrical resistance [25]. As knitted
fabrics can experience relaxation over time due to their structural elasticity, we assumed
that the electrical resistance might also be inconstant. Two preliminary tests were conducted
to investigate the time dependent resistance changes in the knitted structures, and the
suitability of the methods provided by EN 16812 within the framework of this research.

Preliminary test 1: A knitting speed segment (see Section 2.4) was knitted at 400 mm/s
with ELITEX. Because the knitted fabric contracts after knitting, it was stretched back
to the original 500 mm for the measurement. The resistance of each conductive track
was monitored over the course of 5 min using a digital multi-meter. During the 5 min
measurement, the electrical resistance steadily decreased at a low rate due to the relaxation
of the fabric. This implies that no time-independent, constant measurement according to
EN 16812 is possible.

Preliminary test 2: EN 16812 specifies that the contact should be improved if mechan-
ical clamping does not lead to the necessary stability of the measurements. With a yarn,
this is possible by using a crimp connector [26]. For this purpose, crimp connections were
attached to both ends of all conductive tracks of the sample examined in preliminary test 1.
This did not lead to an improvement in contact, since the loose structure of the knitted fabric
prevents precise attachment of the crimp connections. Due to the loose structure of the
knit, the crimp connector does not always fully enclose the conductive yarn. Therefore, the
yarn ends were contacted to the multi-meter using clamps when conducting the resistance
measurements (see Figure 3), a slight deviation from the methods provided in the standard.

Figure 3. Resistance measurement: unsatisfactory crimp connection (left, top), alternative method
using clamps (left, bottom), fastening device (middle), fastening device with mounted test vehicle
and multi-meter measuring setup (right).

Resistance test method: Since the preliminary tests 1 and 2 determined that the
standard EN 16812 is not entirely suitable for the knitted samples, the test method employed
to measure the resistance was adapted from the standard. Resistance measurements were
taken as follows: all measurements were carried out in standard climate according to EN
ISO 139 [27]. Samples were conditioned in the standard climate for 24 h prior to the test.
The resistance of each conductor track was measured with a multi-meter. Since the samples
contract lengthwise and crosswise after knitting due to their structural elasticity, a fastening
device used to stretch the samples to a length of 50 cm was developed (see Figure 3). The
device consisted of a board into which two lines of holes were drilled at short intervals
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with a distance of 50 cm between the lines. One test specimen could be mounted onto the
board using pins that fit into the holes. Between mounting the sample and measuring the
resistance, a waiting time of 1 min was established to avoid distorting the results due to
high fluctuation of the measured values. Each conductive track was measured separately.

2.3. Quality and Reliability Testing

An e-textile not only experiences mechanical and other types of damaging influences
during production, but also during the following use phase. Even though specific parameter
combinations present as more suitable as a result of the main parameter test, it is possible
that the conductive yarns have received damages during the knitting process that will only
become apparent during the use phase, making them less suitable overall. To test how the
different parameter combinations hold up under (simulated) use conditions, they were
subjected to tensile testing, cyclic stretching and washing cycles.

Uni-axial tensile test: A uni-axial tensile test with simultaneous electrical resistance
measurement was conducted using a TIRAtest 27025 to determine how the individual knit
structures behave under quasi-static mechanical stress. Elongation properties, as well as
the point from which on plastic and visco-elastic deformation occurs were established.
Due to their specific structures, SJ, RIB and IL are expected to show different tensile
behaviours. While the results of the tensile test are an indicator of the different knit
structures’ mechanical properties, for the purposes of this research, they are mainly used to
determine the maximum elongation for the cyclic tensile tests.

The test specimens (see Section 2.4) were first mounted on the upper clamp with their
own weight tensioning them. The specimen was then mounted on the lower clamp. The
conductor track was contacted at the top and bottom end to a resistance measurement unit,
allowing for simultaneous recording of tensile and electrical data during the test. The spec-
imens were stretched according to EN ISO 5271 at a rate of 100%/min [28]. Measurements
were carried out until the specimen was completely torn.

Based on this test, an elongation suitable for the cyclic elongation test was determined:
due to the differing structural elasticity of the knit structures, a fixed percentage of elonga-
tion for the subsequent cyclic strain tests (e.g., 200%) for all three types would not ensure
equal amounts of strain. Instead, the results of the uni-axial tests were used to identify the
elongation at 1 N for each knitting construction type and used as the target elongation for
the cyclic tests, see example for RIB in Figure 4 (center). Up to a force of 1 N, the meshes
are mainly aligned in the direction of tension when the textile is stretched. The yarn itself is
subjected to only a very low tensile load while the threads slide over each other. Above 1 N,
the yarn is mechanically stressed and the deformation passes into the visco-elastic range of
the yarn. To remain in the area of mesh alignment, the strain amplitude used for the cyclic
tests is the strain at which the yarn is exposed to a load of 1 N.

Cyclic strain testing: In the cyclic strain measurement test, the resistance behaviour of
the conductor tracks was examined under repeated mechanical stress. Prior to testing, all
conductor tracks of a test specimens were contacted using crimp connections and connected
to the resistance measuring device of the cyclic strain tester (see Figure 4 (right)). After
the contacted specimen was mounted to the upper and lower clamps of the tester, it was
subjected to 10,000 stretch cycles with a maximal elongation εmax equal to the elongation
at 1 N strain taken from the measurements of the uni-axial tensile test (values for εmax
for each of the three knit structures can be found in Section 3.2). The electrical resistance
was measured for each cycle at an elongation of 0 (ε0) and at εmax. The relative changes in
resistance at 0 (Rrel,n,0) and maximum elongation (Rrel,n,max) for each cycle were calculated to
assess the stretching reliability of each combination of material and knitting structure, with

Rrel,n,0/max = Rn,0/max/R0 (1)

and R0 being the initial resistance of each track prior to testing.
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Due to the long duration of the strain test, testing was carried out only with a few
representative parameter combinations (see also Section 2.4). After 10,000 strain cycles,
surface changes and possible damages to the conductive structures of the test specimens
were evaluated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Figure 4. Quality and reliability testing: uni-axial tensile test set-up and test specimen (left), de-
termination of ε1N with tensile test results, example for RIB (center), cyclic stretch test set-up and
test-specimen (right).

Wash testing: As washability represents a key property for wearable e-textiles [2], the
knitted tracks were subjected to wash testing. The washing protocol used to assess the
washability of the different knitted tracks is an e-textile wash testing protocol developed by
Rotzler et al. [29], based on the textile washing standard ISO 6330 [30]. Table 3 gives an
overview of the washing procedure which is representative of gentle household washing.
Prior to the first wash cycle, the initial resistance R0 for each test specimen was measured
using the protocol described in Section 2.2. Afterwards, the samples were washed 10 times,
with further resistance measurements being taken after 5 and 10 washing cycles. The
relative change in resistance Rrel after n wash cycles was used as an indicator of washability,
calculated according to Equation (1). Prior to the initial resistance measurement as well as
the measurements after 5 and 10 cycles, the test specimens were conditioned in a standard
atmosphere for 24+ h [27]. To evaluate damages to the yarns and the conductive coating
due to washing, an X-ray and SEM microscopy analysis of the test specimen was carried
out after the 10th wash cycle.

Table 3. Wash testing protocol.

Parameter Description

Washing program
Main wash, intermediate spinning (500 rpm), two rinsing cycles, spinning
(800 rpm); duration: 40 min; temperature: 30 °C; on-time: 40%; water
volume: 12 L

Detergent 30 g of ECE-2 standard powder detergent without bleaching component,
adjusted from 20 g due to high water hardness [2]

Load Additional PES base load items for a total of 2 kg
Drying air drying
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2.4. Test Specimen

All test specimens were knitted on a Kniterate machine using the corresponding
design software to create the digital knitting files [31]. A Kniterate machine is a 7 gauge
double bed digital flatbed knitting machine capable of knitting six different yarns per
design. Kniterate has 252 latch needles per bed (504 in total) and is operated with its own
design software [20]. The maximum knitting speed is 800 mm/s and the lowest knitting
speed 10 mm/s [19].

Main parameter test: The test specimen for the main parameter test were designed to
contain all possible combinations of the three tested parameters. To achieve this, they were
built up from multiple segment tiers.

• Knit structure segment: The smallest parameter segment is the knit structure segment
which is knitted entirely from one of the three structures SJ, RIB or IL. Each segment
contains five rows knitted with conductive yarn separated by eleven non-conductive
rows to avoid electrical interference (see Figure 5a).

• Knitting speed segment: Each knitting speed segment consists of three knit structure
segments—one for each structure—and is entirely knitted in one of the chosen knitting
speeds (see Figure 5b).

• Conductive yarn segment: The largest segment is the conductive yarn segment that
combines the knitting speed segments for all chosen knitting speeds with each other.
All conductive rows within this segment are knitted entirely with one of the conductive
yarns (see Figure 5d). This yields five conductive yarn segments in which all parameter
combinations for the specific yarn are contained.

Figure 5. Knit structure, knitting speed and yarn segments. (a) Schematic representation of a knit
structure segment; (b) Schematic representation of a speed segment with knit structure segments;
(c) Buckling in SJ test specimen: A STEEL, B MDR40; (d) Schematic representation of a yarn segment
with speed segments.

To achieve the target width of 50 cm for the resistance measurement, each course
consisted of 250 stitches. One complete conductive yarn segment was 1091 courses long.
All four silver coated yarns incorporated well into the knitted structure and the conductive
tracks did not impact the subjective feel of the fabric. The stainless steel yarn is stiffer
and less flexible and exhibited significant buckling in the finished samples, especially
prominent in the SJ parts where the radius of the loop of the knit stitches is smallest (see
Figure 5c). Apart from the buckling, the STEEL tracks also have a less textile feel and are
more noticeable to the touch in the knitted textile compared to all the silver coated yarns.
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Tensile Test: The most relevant parameter for the elongation in the transverse direction
is the knit structure. Thus, all three types (SJ, IL, RIB) were examined in the uni-axial tensile
test, while knitting speed and yarn type were not varied. All three specimens were knit
at a medium speed of 400 mm/s and ELITEX was used as the conductive yarn because
it is closest to the PA-yarn in terms of maximum tensile load (according to suppliers’
information). The sample width of 20 mm is preset by the geometry of the tensile test
machine. Since the sample is clamped in the transverse direction, this width determines the
number of courses. The testing length is set to 100 mm, but the specimen must be designed
long enough to ensure reliable gripping. The size of the specimen is thus set to 11 courses
(the middle of which is knitted with the ELITEX yarn), and 100 wales, for a total length of
200 mm. Three specimens are knitted for each of the three knit structure types (a total of
9 test specimen), see Figure 4, left.

Cyclic Stretching: In this test all knit structures as well as 4 of the yarns—ELITEX,
SHLD44, STEEL and MDR40—were examined. Since SHLD33 and SHLD44 differ solely
in the number of conductive filaments, only SHLD44 is examined. The size of the test
specimen is restricted by the geometry of the clamping device of the stretch tester, a test
bench for the qualification of stretchable circuit carriers [32]. The maximum sample width
is 140 mm, the distance between the upper and lower clamping device is 100 mm. For
each specimen, 5 tracks from 2 of the yarns were knitted, a total of ten conductor tracks
per specimen (see Figure 4, right). With one test specimen per knit structure with 2 yarn
types each, a total of 6 test specimens were knitted. The number of knitted courses was
determined by the specimen being clamped in the transverse direction. With ten tracks per
specimen, the course count was 87, corresponding to a width of 174 mm (as the samples
contract after knitting, this was compatible with the target width of 140 mm of the clamp).
The wale count is set at 125, corresponding to a length of 250 mm. This length covers the
expansion range of 100 mm and enables contacting and clamping. All six specimens were
knitted with a speed of 400 mm/s.

Wash Test: As the results of the main parameter tests (see Section 3.1) showed only a
very minor influence of the knitting speed, wash testing samples were only produced with
the middle knitting speed of 400 mm/s that was also used to knit the cyclic stretch testing
samples. One knitting speed segment as described above (see Figure 5b) was produced for
each of the 5 conductive yarns. A second SHLD44 sample knitted at a the highest speed of
800 mm/s was made to investigate if the knitting speed has an influence on the washing
reliability of knitted conductors.

3. Results
3.1. Main Parameter Test

The results of the parameter tests indicate how different knitting speeds and knit
structures influence the resistance of knitted conductors after the knitting process for the
conductive yarns SHLD33, SHLD44, ELITEX, STEEL and MDR40. Figure 6 shows the
relative difference in resistance (Rrel, see Equation (1)) in relation to the knitting speed for
all yarns and knit structures, with the respective value for R at the slowest speed (100 mm/s)
as the baseline R0. In Table 4, the mean values for R for all different combinations are given.

Figure 6 shows that, averaged for all yarns, the difference in resistance for the tested
knitting speeds is very low for all three knit structures. For 250, 400 and 800 mm/s, the
resistance is (on average) within 5% of the resistance for 100 mm/s. When looking at
the yarns separately, SHLD33, SHLD44 and STEEL show less than 10% deviation from
the value of R at 100 mm/s for any speed and knit structure. The values for both SHLD
yarns are less scattered than for STEEL. ELITEX and MDR40 show more fluctuation. At
250 mm/s, resistance is between 15 and 30% higher than at 100 mm/s for MDR40; yet for
400 and 800 mm/s, values for R are again at a similar level as for 100 mm/s. ELITEX also
shows a peak at 250 mm/s for SJ and IL, followed by a drop at 400 mm/s. This suggests
that for those two yarns, a slow to medium speed is more damaging than a very slow or
very fast speed.
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Table 4. Mean resistance of the knitted tracks for all combinations after knitting.

R[Ω]

Structure SJ IL RIB

Speed [mm/s] 100 250 400 800 100 250 400 800 100 250 400 800

ELITEX 71 82 67 77 100 106 89 92 97 90 92 88
SHLD33 1076 1073 1096 1180 1364 1347 1374 1454 1325 1326 1377 1435
SHLD44 729 681 707 770 962 935 979 974 868 8 84 901 900
MDR40 397 454 444 404 536 699 530 529 535 633 488 514
STEEL 162 163 170 160 246 231 231 237 220 220 218 221

Figure 6. Resistance after knitting for different speeds, knit structures and yarns.

The knit construction has the second highest effect on the resistance after the yarn
type. As expected, RIB and IL lead to a higher resistance than SJ (see Table 4). This can be
attributed to two factors. On the one hand, between a quarter and a third less conductive
yarn is needed to knit an SJ track of the same length compared to RIB and IL. On the other
hand, SJ has a much denser structure than the tracks in RIB and IL, potentially leading to
more contact points of the yarn within the track.

3.2. Tensile test

Table 5 gives an overview of the tensile test results with standard deviations (SD), and
Figure 7 shows resistance, full tensile results and—enhanced—the section from 0 N up to
1 N for one test cycle for IL and SJ. From the three knit structures SJ is the least stretchable
with an elongation at break of 125%. The RIB structure is twice as stretchable, and more
than three times as stretchable before 1 N of tensile force acts on the test specimen. Contrary
to the data from the literature—see knitting structures in Section 2.1—the stretchability
of IL exceeds that of SJ, and the experimentally obtained results for RIB also exceed the
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value given in the source [4]. This could be attributed IL and RIB having a larger loop size
compared to SJ. The former are both knitted on both beds while SJ is only knitted on one.
With the Kniterate, the use of both beds leads to a larger actual loop size, even though
the loop size for all three structures is the same when compiling the knitting file with the
software. So the ratio of loop size and yarn diameter is larger for IL and RIB, resulting in a
looser knit structure which can explain their relatively high stretchability.

Figure 7. Exemplary tensile test results with resistance values for SJ and IL.

Table 5. Results of uni-axial tensile test.

Knit
Structure

Elongation at
Break [%]

SD *
[%]

Force at
Break [N]

SD
[N]

Elongation at
1 N [%]

SD
[%]

SJ 126.2 3.2 67.3 1.6 42.5 2.7
IL 215.5 10.3 68.6 13.5 107.5 6.3

RIB 249.8 4.5 73.6 10.3 137.5 4.8
* SD: standard deviation.

The force at break also increases with higher elongation at break, but the differences
are not as distinct with the force at break at 67.3 N for SJ, 68.8 N for IL and 73.6 N for RIB.
The values for elongation at 1 N are used as the target elongation εmax for each structure in
the subsequent cyclic stretch tests.

For all three knit structure types, the resistance barely changes apart from fluctuations
and a sudden sharp increase before complete failure. See Figure 7—topmost graphs—for
exemplary resistance results of IL and SJ; results for RIB show a comparable resistance
behaviour. This might indicate that the yarn does not have many contact points with itself
(as the yarn gets pulled apart during the tensile test, those contact points would decrease
and the resistance thus increase).
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3.3. Cyclic Stretch Testing

The results of the cyclic stretch testing show the relative change in resistance Rrel
over the course of 10,000 test cycles for both Rε0 and Rεmax. Figure 8 shows the results
of all four tested yarns (SHLD33 was not tested) for SJ, with a maximum elongation of
εmax of 42.5% (see also Section 3.2). For MDR40 and SHLD44, the results for RIB and IL
are also depicted, with εmax at 137.5% and 107.5%, respectively. While both SHLD44 and
STEEL show very stable results across all 10,000 cycles for SJ; ELITEX and MDR40 exhibit a
considerable increase in resistance over time: up to 3 times the initial value of resistance at
εmax for MDR40, up to 6.5 times for ELITEX, up to 2 times the initial value at ε0 for MDR40
and 3 times for ELITEX. ELITEX also shows significantly higher increases than all other
tested yarns for the other two knit structures, with values for Rrel,max of up to 7 (IL) and
5 (RIB). Rrel,max does not exceed 1.5 for both IL and RIB for MDR40, while the results for
SHLD44 and STEEL show the same stability for IL and RIB as for SJ.

Figure 8. Relative change in resistance for different combinations after stretch testing.
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The most stretchable structure, RIB (see Table 5), shows the overall best results (and
thus the best suitability) under cyclic strain, while the least stretchable material, SJ, shows
the poorest suitability for cyclic stretching. There is a notable differenceΔR between the
resistance at ε0 and εmax for ELITEX for all three structures (with a pronounced steady
increase in ΔR with an increase in cycles). For MDR40, ΔR is equally notable, but less
pronounced: for SJ, the difference increases steadily just like for ELITEX. For RIB and IL,
ΔR increases more slowly after an initial rise within the first few 100 cycles. For SHLD44,
ΔR is small but almost constant across all three knit structures. Even at higher cycle counts,
ΔR is very stable and shows little variation, see enhanced SHLD44-IL results in Figure 8,
middle image, bottom row. STEEL shows a very different behaviour than the Ag-coated
yarns; ΔR between ε0 and εmax is almost 0 across the 10,000 cycles for all three structures.

3.4. Wash Testing

Following the initial resistance measurement (R0), the test specimens were washed for
five cycles without drying in between the cycles. After the 5th cycle, the test specimens
were dried lying flat, and conditioned for 24 h prior to measuring the resistance R5. This
was repeated once for a total of 10 cycles, and the resistance R10 was measured at the end
of the tests for each conductive track of each test specimen.

During the wash cycles, the test specimen became entangled with each other due to
loose ends of threads from the beginning and endpoint of the knitted structures, as well
as floats of thread (primarily of the conductive threads) on the sides of the test specimen.
After the 5th cycle, the samples were still intact, though, and resistance measurements
were taken as described in Section 2.2. After the 10th cycle, some of the threads of the
conductive tracks had been pulled out to some extent, shortening the remaining track and
thus potentially skewing the resistance measurement of the shortened tracks. To alleviate
this, the resistance measurements were first taken as described on the shortened tracks.
After measuring, the threads of the shortened tracks were pulled out of the fabric, their
remaining length measured and compared to the length l of an intact track. The amount of
length decrease (lredu) was then used as a correction factor to recalculate a corrected R10,corr
for the shortened tracks as follows

R10,corr = R10(1 + lredu/l). (2)

For some of the tested combinations (see Figure 9), the resistance after 10 wash cycles
is lower than after five wash cycles, though. This indicates that either the measuring
method is not precise and reliable enough, the correction factor for the shortened tracks
depends on more than just the reduced length (e.g., a higher count of contact points in
shortened tracks) or that due to the washing, resistance of the tracks can decrease (due to
yarn relaxation or washing-related shrinkage of the fabric). The very large fluctuations for
the SHLD44/400–RIB at 5 cycles and much lower results for 10 cycles suggest that an issue
with the measuring method is likely to be accountable for at least some of these fluctuations.

Similar to the main parameter test, ELITEX showed the worst results out of all yarns.
For the RIB structure of the ELITEX sample, all five tracks were defective after only five
wash cycles. For the IL structure, there was an average increase in resistance by a factor
of 28 after five cycles and all tracks were defective after 10 cycles. All except one of the
SJ tracks still showed function after 10 cycles, with an average increase in resistance of
the remaining tracks of more than 1300%. These results indicate a poor washability of the
ELITEX yarn, and the material is thus excluded from the subsequent comparison of results
between yarn types.

Looking at the other yarns, all tracks still show function after 10 cycles and the mean
relative change in resistance Rrel does not exceed 2 for any of the combinations. MDR40
exhibits the overall highest increase of resistance after 10 cycles, with Rrel between 1.4 and
1.9 after 10 cycles (see Figure 9). The two SHLD yarns at 800 mm/s knitting speed showed
the best washing results, with Rrel not exceeding 1.2 after 10 cycles. The results for SHLD44
at 400 mm/s knitting speed are slightly worse, and exhibit in part large fluctuations. Rrel for
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STEEL is between 1.1 and 1.7. Contrary to the other yarns, the results for STEEL for the SJ
structure are worse than for IL, which could be caused by the yarns’ buckling behaviour (see
Section 2.4) and resulting additional mechanical strain. The results for SHLD44 at 400 mm/s
knitting speed are slightly worse, and exhibit in part large fluctuations. This could indicate
that—contrary to the initial hypothesis—a fast knitting speed leads to slightly less damages
and a subsequently better washing reliability, but could also be the cause of resistance
measuring issues as stated above, or a combination of the two factors. When comparing
the different knit structures, RIB shows both the worst and the largest spread of results of
all the structures (see Figure 9, bottom row). IL and SJ show comparable washability.

Figure 9. Relative change in resistance for different knit structures after wash testing.

3.5. Damage Analysis

Figure 10 gives an overview of all yarns before and after knitting, as well as after the
cyclic stretch and washing tests. The SEM images show damages to yarns in the form of
loss of Ag-coating for SHLD yarns, MDR40 and ELITEX. As the (visible) damages are very
similar across the different knit structures, only the results for SJ are shown.
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Figure 10. SEM damage analysis of the five conductive yarns before and after knitting and after cyclic
and wash testing for SJ (cyclic testing was not done with SHLD33 yarn).
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While the Ag-coating for ELITEX is almost intact prior to knitting, after the knitting
process there is already noticeable damage in the coating, cracks and larger pieces that
have chipped off. After washing and cyclic stretching, the loss of Ag-coating is even more
pronounced. Both SHLD yarns show very little damage after the knitting process, and
much less damage compared to ELITEX after cyclic stretching and wash testing. From all
the yarns, MDR40 has the most initial damage to the Ag-coating, which does not increase
a lot by the knitting process only. After cyclic stretching and wash testing, the damage
is more pronounced, with visible scrapes and cracks in the Ag-coating. The damage of
the RIB sample after cyclic stretching is more extensive than for IL and SJ, in line with the
resistance results. Compared to ELITEX, the Ag-loss in the SHLD and MDR40 yarns looks
to be rather in the form of scrapes than chipped-off larger pieces and mostly the result of
abrasion, see Figure 10. This may suggest a poorer adhesion of the Ag to the PA core for
ELITEX, possibly due to the thicker Ag-layer and a resulting higher stiffness.

It is unclear what kind of mechanism is responsible for the resistance increase of the
STEEL yarn after washing, as—in contrast to the Ag-based yarns—there is no metal coating
that can be lost (the wires in the yarn are solid metal), as the SEM images (Figure 10)
show. The STEEL yarns should thus be more resistant to mechanical wear compared to the
Ag-coated yarns, as losses in conductivity can only occur as a results of damaged or torn
wires. An X-ray microscopy analysis revealed no apparent breaks in the individual wires
of the yarn after 10 wash cycles (Figure 11). Possible scenarios are breaks in the wires too
small to detect by the maximum resolution of the X-ray microscope, or cracks and tears
that are not full breaks, but nevertheless impact conductivity. Corrosion or oxidation are
unlikely, due to the inert nature of the stainless steel.

Figure 11. Xray microscopy image of a SJ STEEL track after 10 wash cycles showing no damages to
the steel filaments.

4. Discussion

An increase in the parameter knitting speed does not cause a clear increase or decrease
in the resistance of the knitted conductor tracks. The subsequent damage analysis also
did not show an increase in damage of the conductive coating across different knitting
speeds. This refutes the assumption made at the beginning of this paper that the knitting
speed negatively influences the resistance. For some of the materials, a speed of 250 mm/s
leads to the highest resistance, indicating that a middle to low speed is less suitable than
very low or high knitting speeds—yet the differences are still quite low. The wash test
results for SHLD44 also suggest that a higher knitting speed may lead to long term better
reliability results. This means that the knitting speed for conductor tracks for the examined
knit structures and yarn types can be chosen to match the knitting speed of the rest of the
textile. Likewise, the most economical (the fastest) knitting speed of 800 mm/s can be used
to produce knitted conductor tracks.
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Using a different yarn results in the most significant resistance changes of all pa-
rameters. The type of coating, the durability of the coating under mechanical stress, the
construction of the yarn (yarn or twine, composition, number of filaments) and the tear
strength (SHLD yarns had to be tripled) play a role in the yarns’ electrical behaviour after
knitting. Due to a second Ag-coating step, ELITEX has the lowest initial resistance out of all
the tested yarns. Yet, the thicker coating appears to make the yarn much more susceptible to
mechanical stresses and resulting damages to the conductive coating. As a result, ELITEX
exhibits poor fastness to use-case related stresses and even the production process itself and
is thus not well suited for knitted applications. While STEEL is both stable after knitting
and reliability testing (especially cyclic stretching) and has relatively good conductivity, the
yarns’ higher bending stiffness impacts the textile feel, structure and comfort. This makes
the yarn potentially unsuitable for applications where the conductive elements knitted
into a textile should blend seamlessly into the fabric and are worn close to the body or for
knitted conductive structures with a larger area (such as heating pads or electrodes).

Apart from STEEL, the SHLD yarns have proven to be the most reliable out of all
tested yarn types under the tested conditions. They show the least fluctuation in resistance
value between tracks knitted under the same conditions and after cyclic stretch testing.
Compared to STEEL, tracks knitted with SHLD yarns possess a more textile quality and
are thus more suitable for applications were comfort of the user is of importance. The
resistance of the yarns and the resulting knitted elements is around 4–6.5 times higher for
SHLD33 and SHLD44 than for STEEL (see Table 4), which limits their applicability for
some e-textile use cases that require highly conductive circuits. A possible solution is to not
only triple the SHLD yarns (as was done on this research), but to use quadrupled or even
quintupled yarn, lowering the resistance with every additional ply—this approach may
not be implementable with all knitting machines, though. When looking at both SHLD
yarns, SHLD33 and SHLD44 show very similar results after knitting and washing (cyclic
testing was only conducted with SHLD44), which indicates that both yarns are equally
suitable for knitting, and that a higher or lower filament diameter does not impact the
stability of the Ag-coating of the yarns. As the resistance of SHLD44 is significantly lower
than that of SHLD33, it will be the better choice for applications with higher conductivity
requirements. Even though it was assumed that Ag-coated yarns are less reliable and more
prone to damages compared to a stainless steel yarn with solid metal wires (see Section 2.1
and [18]), results show that SHLD yarns are equally reliable under the tested conditions.

MDR40 is not unsuitable for knitted conductor tracks, but less so than SHLD and
STEEL, due to a lower stretching and washing stability. Advantages of MDR40 over the
SHLD yarns are the significantly lower resistance and an easier production due to the yarn
being already twined and thus not needing multiple bobbins to be fed into the knitting
machine. Wash testing results for MDR40 with embroidered test specimen—conducted
with the same washing protocol—show only slightly worse results for Rrel after 10 wash
cycles [33], indicating either that both the knitting and embroidering process exert similar
strain on the conductive yarn, or that the reliability of the conductive tracks is not influenced
by these processes to a large extent. In the experiment with the embroidered conductors,
20 wash cycles were run in total, with the resistance increasing more rapidly after the 10th
cycle. Further testing with the knitted conductors is necessary to evaluate if the washing
reliability will follow the same pattern. After a longer exposure to washing related stress, it
is also possible that the results for STEEL and the silver based yarns will differ more, with
STEEL possibly being more reliable in the long run.

In terms of knit structures, SJ shows the best resistance results after knitting out of all
the tested structures, but exhibits the least stretchability and cyclic stretching reliability.
This makes SJ the most suitable knit structure for use cases that do not require a high
stretchability. On the other hand, while RIB has an excellent cyclic stretching reliability,
is is less stable towards washing than the other two structures. IL shows both a good
stretchability of more than 200% and good reliability towards washing and cyclic stretching,
making it the preferable choice for highly stretchable applications over RIB.
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Textile strain sensors have been identified as a possible application scenario for knitted
conductors [8,14]. Knitted conductors suitable for such sensor applications need to show
a stable and significant difference in resistanceΔRε within the target range of elongation
from ε0 to εmax,target [8]. From the tested combinations, RIB and IL tracks knitted with
SHLD44 show very promising behaviour for strain sensing, asΔR is very stable across the
full 10,000 cycles for both knit structures and shows very little variation between the five
tracks of the test vehicle (see Figure 8, middle image, bottom row). Although the cyclic
stretching tests have only been conducted with one of the SHLD materials, is is expectable
that SHLD33 will be just as suitable as SHLD44, given the overall very similar results for
both yarns. A decrease in loop size/yarn diameter ratio might increase sensing capabilities,
as it can lead to more initial contact points due to a tighter structure. On the other hand, a
tighter structure could lead to lower stretchability/εmax (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3) and thus
a reduced possible sensor range.

ELITEX has such a low stretching reliability that it is unsuitable for sensors; in combi-
nation with IL and RIB, MDR40 might be suitable for strain sensors, yetΔR is less stable
across a large number of cycles than for SHLD44. The SJ structure is not suited for strain
sensors with MDR40 and ELITEX, and less suited than RIB and IL for SHLD44.

As the test vehicles were only stretched within the range of purely elastic deformation
(see Section 2.3), ΔR is mainly a result of a change in contact points within the lines of
conductive yarns. As the loops get pulled apart, the number of contact points decreases
and the resistance increases [14]. In contrast to the Ag-coated yarns, ΔR is almost 0 for the
STEEL yarn, rendering the material unsuitable for strain sensing. This resistance behaviour
can be explained by the different composition of the STEEL yarn: solid stainless steel
filaments combined with non-conductive filaments. On the one hand, the non-conductive
filaments will insulate the steel filaments from each other to some extent, leading to less
contact points between them even in an non-stretched state. On the other hand, as the
conductive elements of the STEEL yarn are full metal filaments (compared to just very thin
layers on the outside of the PA-filaments for the Ag-coated yarns), the resistance is less
impacted by the small—compared to the diameter of the metal filaments—contact points
between the single filaments. A change in contact points brought about by stretching will
thus not lead a large change in resistance.

These results confirm previous research on knitted strain sensors. Atalay et al. also
found SJ and stainless-steel filament yarn to be not well suited for strain sensor applications,
but obtained good results with an IL structure and Ag-coated yarn [14,34] while Raji et al.
achieve reliable sensor structures with Ag-coated yarn and different rib structures (among
them 1:1 rib) [35].

Table 6 summarizes the results of the presented research by giving an overview of
the suitability of the different tested structures and yarns for different application and
reliability scenarios of knitted e-textiles.

Table 6. Suitability of knit structures and materials for different scenarios.

Low Resistance High Speed
Knitting Washing Cyclic Stretching Haptic/Textile

Feel Strain Sensor

Knit construction

SJ ++* ++ + 0 ++ 0
IL + ++ + + ++ ++

RIB + ++ 0 ++ ++ ++

Yarns

ELITEX ++ + – – ++ -
SHLD33 0 ++ ++ ++ ++ ++#
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Table 6. Cont.

Low Resistance High Speed
Knitting Washing Cyclic Stretching Haptic/Textile

Feel Strain Sensor

SHLD44 + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
MDR40 + ++ + + ++ 0
STEEL ++ ++ + ++ 0 -

* suitability: ++ very high + high, 0 average, – low, # hypothesis, not tested.

5. Conclusions

The presented research into the influences of different processing and material param-
eters on the quality and reliability of knitted conductor tracks presents novel insights that
can serve as a basis for future developments of stretchable, knitted e-textiles and textile
sensors. The knitting speed has been shown to only have a very small influence on the
electrical resistance of the conductors. The choice of yarn and the knit structure has a more
decisive influence on the reliability. Depending on the target application, the combination
of material and structure has to be selected to achieve best results.

To gain wider insight into the topic, additional conductive yarns should be examined,
though, especially newer generations of hybrid yarns, that feature very thin protective en-
capsulations that might protect the conductive material from mechanical strain, increasing
their reliability. Likewise, other, less basic knit structures with more complexity should be
tested, as there is potential to find structures that lead to better reliability results. Industrial
knitting machines are capable of higher knitting speeds than the maximum of 800 mm/s
of the Kniterate. Investigations into the results with more industrial machines and higher
knitting speeds could lead to different results concerning knitting speed influence on the
quality and reliability of knitted conductors.

Some tested combinations showed good washing stability but poor results from
stretch testing. Yet, during a projected use-case, both types of wear are likely to occur.
Combined reliability testing such as first subjecting the test specimen to cyclic stretch
testing before conducting wash tests may thus yield a better estimate of the suitability of
different combinations of material, process and structures.
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